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IN THIS ACTION SHOT he's come in like a bullet from
an express rifle...he takes a pass. But the opposition's
defense stops him —this time.
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HE'S AWAY! He burns up the ice—a spectacu
lar solo dash...nimbly he dodges the defense
...draws out the goalie and scores.

His hockey's fast and hot!
BUT HE SMOKES A SLOW-BURNING
CIGARETTE FOR MORE MILDNESS, COOLNESS,

AGAIN a furious flash of speed...a split-second
of stick magic...and the puck shoots home for
the goal that wins the match.

AND FLAVOR

I
SPEED'S FINE IN HOCKEY
BUT NOT IN CIGARETTES.

I LIKE SLOW-BURNING
CAMELS... THEY'RE
MILDER AND COOLER f
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When it's easy-chair time after the hockey match, you'll find Roy Conacher of the Bruins
enjoying a milder, cooler, more fragrant, and flavorful cigarette... Camels, of course.
1 EED S fine in hockey but not in cigOarettes"—Roy, how right you are!
Research men may use fancier lan
guage — but they say exactly the same
thing about cigarettes.
Scientists knowthat nothingdestroys a
cigarette's delicate elements of fragrance
and flavor so mercilessly as—excess heat.
And cigarettes that burn fast also burn
hot. Your own taste tells you that.
Slow-burning cigarettes don't burn

away these precious natural elements of
flavor and fragrance. They're milder,
mellower, and—naturally—cooler!
And the slowest-burning cigarette of
the 16 largest-selling brands tested u as
Camel...they burned 25% slower than
the average of the 15 others. (See panel
at right.) Why not enjoy Camel's extra
mildness, coolness, fragrance, and fla
vor? And extra smoking equal to 5 ex
tra smokes per pack. (Again,eyes right!)

TOR MILDNESS, COOLNESS, AND FLAVOR

In recent laboratory tests. Camels
burned 25% slower than the av
erage of the 15 other of the larg
est-selling brands tested — slower
than any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking phis
equal to
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SLOW-BURNING COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Copyright, 1940, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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Alumni!—
Parents!
Subscribe to HIKA and keep your finger on the
pulse of the American undergraduate —
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Essays
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NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST FOR
COLLEGE SENIORS OFFERS TWO
CAREERS WITH CONDE NAST STUDIOS
New York, January 5th:— The Editors of Vogue Magazine, a Conde Nast
Publication, have just announced a Photographic Contest for seniors in
American colleges and universities.
The contest offers two career prizes — one for men, one for women—
consisting of a six months' apprenticeship, with salary, in the Conde Nast
Studios in New York — with the possibility of a permanent position on
completion of the period of apprenticeship. In addition, eight cash prizes
and honourable mentions will be awarded.
"In our search for new talent," said Mrs. Chase, Editor-in-Chief of
Vogue, "it is natural for Vogue to turn to the colleges, where there is a
keen interest in photography and a background in the arts well able to
produce the type of photographer suited to our editorial requirements. We
believe that among the student body of our American colleges there are
many promising photographers. It is our purpose to discover them
through this contest."
The cause of good photography has, for many years, been a tradition
of the Conde Nast Publication, publishers of Vogue, House & Garden and
other leading magazines. Among the outstanding artists who helped to
create this tradition are Baron de Meyer, Edward Steichen, Charles Sheeler, Anton Bruehl, Ralph Steiner, George Hoyingen-Huene, Lusha Nelson,
Cecil Beaton, John Rawlings, Andre Durst, Roger Schall, Horst, and Toni
Frissell. Many of them achieved much of their finest work in collabora
tion with the London, Paris and New York studios of the Conde Nast
Publications. The opportunity to work in these same studios, to acquire
the technical and artistic knowledge essential to a career in photography,
is now being offered to the winners of Vogue's Photographic Contest.
The contest will be composed of a series of eight photographic prob
lems to be presented in the magazine. These will cover a wide range of
topics, including outdoor and indoor shots, action, still life, etc. Winners
of the contest will join Vogue's New York staff on or about June 15th.
For further information write to:
Conde Nast News Service
420 Lexington Avenue
New York City

R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
Dependable Products — Reliable Service
Vine and Mulberry Sts.
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DOUGLASS HOUSE

A Voyage to the British Isles
By Charles McKinley, Jr.
On the Toronto City people were looking very
bored with things when I arrived at three in the
afternoon. I think they had been there since morn
ing filling the ash trays with cigarette butts, putting dog ears on the playing cards, and asking the
captain when the ship would sail. I discovered
after I boarded the ship that there is a nice indefiniteness about sailing schedules for freighters.
There are so many things to stand in the way of a
ships sailing on time—cargo loading, the bosun
who has gone off to buy a hay-fever cure, and
finally the (tide.
A traveled friend of mine who knew the
freighter ropes pretty well gave me a few pointers. Be bored," she said, "and don't show up
or the first couple of meals. It makes the other
passengers wonder about you. They think you're
mysterious and interesting." My friend went to
t e ship with me, and together we indicated that
we were pretty bored. We talked in hushed voices
a ut nothing until little huddles closed in on
___ us
to listen, and then talked of Java, of Singapore
and Balinese dancers. My friend talked and I
istened. So did the other passengers and their
acefslowly SCfewed up into question marks.
en I called for the passenger list (which
was a very impressive thing to do), looked it over
an sneered just a little audibly. House wife,
e*g t year old son, school teacher, (her name was
ga, ut I had seen her and she didn't look myserious or interesting) artist, (I looked around
an spotted a wispy, long-haired boy with his chin
nostrils breathing in what he
K k a^'
pro a ly thought was salt air, but which was only
dlrty East River
smog) bank clerk, retired customs
officer, and so on. Student. I wished I had said
snob;
it would have given the others a start. Just
as I W3S ec n
th
^ ^ £ I wouldn't care for the rest of
assengers, the steward brought me a sheaf of
a ^P
lo L°^n ^etters an^ half as many telegrams. I
^ e at them casually and stuffed them unopened
0 my coat pocket. The other passengers looked
FEBRUARY, 1940

impressed. I looked bored; I could scarcely wait
to get to my cabin to read my mail. I threw a
couple nautical terms at my friend and the little
crowd of onlookers fell away as we went on deck.
My friend left the ship at five-thirty and
patted me on the back as I walked down the
gang-plank with her. "Good work," she said.
"Keep it up."
We were to have sailed at four, six, seventhirty, and midnight. The tide finally ebbed or
flowed or something and the lights of Manhattan
began to move slowly past us. Tug whistles blew,
the motors throbbed, and we manoeuvered about.
I stood by the rail and breathed in the dirty East
River air. It smelled good!
The young aesthete approached me where I
leaned alone against the rail. He was reefed in a
polo coat, a sort of nautical looking scarf, heavy
gloves, and a sun burned Panama hat.
"You're Mr. McKinley, aren't you?" he said.
"You're the one who got all the letters and wires.
I was anxious to know what you'd look like.
Gee!" I looked him down once.
"You're an artist, aren't you?" I asked.
"Yeah," he said.
"Urn huh," I answered and lit a cigarette in
the wind.
"Do you think I'll be seasick?" he inquired.
"I'm sure," I replied.
At breakfast the next morning I gave them all
another chance and shook my head to myself. All
except one who looked as bored as I. I tackled
him after the meal.
"What shall we do about it?" I asked him.
"Olga will be seasick. I can tell." That was
one checked off.
"We'll cultivate the other woman for a couple
days," I suggested. "She has some books I'd like
to read."
"Her eight year old son is bunking with me. I
think he could be persuaded to lean too far over
the side sometime." Two gone.
5

"I think I'll offer to cut the artist's hair," I
said. "You can never tell what might happen."
"By the way," my accomplice interrupted, "my
name's Art."
"I'm Gus," I said.
"Agreed," he said, and we went aft to lay our
plans. We soon found that we were a couple
escapists; he was escaping from a job, I from
looking for one. We had both been slapped on
the back by a fairy godmother who had offered a
loan for just such a trip as we were then embark
ing on. Art was headed for England, the Conti
nent, India and Australia, if he could stretch his
six-hundred dollars that far. I was on my way to
England and hoping my money would stretch until
the first of September. I was determined to break
down Art's intentions to stay only six weeks in
the British Isles. I painted them as gloriously as
was humanly possible (I meant it, too) and he
finally raised his ante to two months and called
it at that. (The last I heard of Art, he was still
in England at Christmas time and was planning
to sail on the twenty-eighth for New Zealand.)
We got on well, ignoring the other passengers
and cultivating the acquaintanceship of the offi
cers and crew. Except on sunny days when we
lay on the hatch covers to burn, we haunted the
engine room, the carpenter's shop, and the bridge.
Eight year old Bobby seemed so miserable with
seasickness that we decided against making him
any unhappier by throwing him overboard. We
only threatened, during his periods of better
health, to throw him in the brig. I don't think his
mother liked it very well.
By the fifth day out we knew the whole crew
and they were calling us by our first names. We
dressed in old clothes, which was not difficult for
either of us, and had the run of the whole ship.
We painted ventilators and rails, calked seams on
the decks, polished brass, and listened to tales of
night life in Fowey, the Cape Horn grain races,
of submarine war-fare in the first world war.
We listened to stories of life in Dublin from
a tough little fourteen year old apprentice named
Steve Dagger, who stood look-out on the fore
castle head from midnight to two in the morning.
And from two until four we went on the bridge
with the young third officer who conjured up hot
chocolate and cold meat sandwiches at three
6

o'clock, and who talked of Bristol and its en
virons, of cricket and English universities. He
lent us books from the little library he kept in the
drawer under his bunk. He showed us how to
splice rope and make rings for deck tennis—rings
that Olga and the artist could throw overboard
almost as fast as we could make them.
We slept mornings and on days that were
suitable we lay on the forecastle (fo'c's'l) head,
hanging over the side as far as was safe, watching
porpoises leaping gracefully before the boat,
watching the many-coloured, vari-shaped jelly fish,
and betting on what draught-mark on the bow the
next wave would reach.
They were lazy days at sea, and lazy nights,
taken up mostly with eating, painting on deck,
swapping stories with the crew, and being gener
ally unpleasant with the unelected passengers.
The cook's young helper showed up one evening
at the rail to carry on more than his share of a
conversation in a thick cockney accent. It was his
first voyage out and he was pretty unhappy about
many things. Before he left me he gave me a
bronze medal cast by the Rowntree Chocolate
Company for the coronation of George VI and
Elizabeth. It was a handsome medal and the lad
assured me it would bring me luck. The next
day he was 'took with rheumatism' and remained
in his bunk until the end of the voyage. I kept
the medal with me thereafter as a charm against
rheumatic pains.
Art and I were finally invited to the aft quar
ters of some of the crew for tea. It was the highest compliment they could pay us. We sat on
rough wood benches in the dark smokey hole and
drank strong black tea out of their ample tin
mugs, and rolled cigarettes out of their strong
black tobacco, and looked at pictures of their
wives, their children, or young lydies. Their wal
lets yielded everything from London bus time
table which they would never use, to Chinese coins
and miniature British flags. One man with a bald
head and a big nose, who took a bath every eve
ning, spent his time off reading a book of Goethe's
poems and Rousseau's Confessions (both in the
original) which a former lady passenger had left
lying on the deck. I wonder if she ever guessed
what happened to her books.
We visited "Sparks", the wireless operator,
HIKA for

too, who carved miniature anchors from pieces of
mahogany and teak-wood in his spare time. Before
we left the ship he had built a picket gate for his
garden, neatly put together like a puzzle with
neither nails nor pegs. We dickered over prices
on sending a message to a friend of mine who
sailed on the Queen Mary after we left New
York. Inter-vessel rates were high, but we settled
on eighty-six cents worth of "Yoo-hoo." My
friend told me when I met her later in London
that the steward had awakened her after mid
night to say that someone on the Toronto City
had telegraphed "Yoo-hoo" as the two ships had
passed, some fifty miles apart.
1here were only two days of rough sea during
our two weeks out. On those days the mid decks
were awash, and the sailors stretched cables from
one end of the ship to the other to lessen the
risk of being washed over board as they traveled
back and forth. Art and I lashed ourselves to the
rail of the saloon deck, dressed in all the clothes
we could get on. Waves broke over our heads
and we stayed soaked with the stickey salt-water
most of the day. The ship tossed and pitched
and listed until it seemed at times as though she
were going to lie down on her side in the water.
The other passengers played Bingo inside, and
probably hoped that we would break loose from
our moorings to the rail.
When things became extremely dull, I decided
1° play a game with our unexciting, bridge-playlng, letter-writing companions.
(By this time
we had dubbed them the Motley Crew.) I wrote
a etter, too — a fictitious one — very fictitious —
and signed it Lord So-and-So. I left it lying on
* e writing desk and went out on deck. It was,
of course, too much for the artist. When next I
walked past the open door into the saloon, the
group was in a huddle. I repaired at once to the
captain s cabin and enlisted him on my side. In
ess than a quarter of an hour, the long-haired
y (whose hair, incidentally, I had scalloped two
ays before, posing as one who had put himself
t rough college by barbering) and a homesick
ahoan with adenoids, were in the captain's
ca in. The latter confessed all — that I was indeed a titled Englishman traveling incognito. I
Was in the carpenter's cabin while these developFEBRUARY, 1940

ments were taking place. I was put on the spot
later at ten o'clock supper. They cross examined
me and I lapsed into my best rendition of an
English accent and gave them my life story. It
was pretty wild. The artist was skeptical, which
of course made me quite indignant, and I left the
saloon in a huff, but not before inviting the Mot
ley Crew — including the wispy aesthete — to
come to my place in Leicestershire for shooting.
The next day I was asked to face half a dozen
cameras. They were not fully convinced but I
think they wanted pictures, just in case. I was
obliged to speak with an accent for the remaining
four days of the voyage, and on July 4th I organ
ised Art and some of the crew to sing God Save
the King while the ten Americans in the saloon
waved little American flags and looked foolish in
paper caps and bed-sheets pretending they were
Father Time, Ghandi, and Neptune, and other
such unlikely American personages.
The coast of Ireland looked good to us, even
in a heavy fog, and soon we were in the Bristol
Channel. When we sighted the coast of Wales
we told Olga that the Welsh people lived in caves,
were seven feet tall, and wore onions in their
buttonholes, and that they all rode huge goats,
since goats were the national animal of Wales.
Olga who was thirty, believed us, and remarked
that one is never too old to learn something. I
wonder if, when she returned, she told her fourth
year geography classes in Cleveland how strange
the people of Wales are.
On the evening of July 3rd the sun burst
through to show us the brilliant green of the hills
of North Devon and Somerset; fields laid out like
a patchwork quilt drying in the sun, the patches
stitched together with the darker green that was
the hedges. With glasses we could see rambling
farm-houses and cattle grazing in the fields, and
occasionally a light house above a rocky bay. We
passed other craft going in and out of the chan
nel, and I felt that I had come home again, and I
yearned only to stretch my legs once more — to
walk in the green fields and hear the song birds
that nest in the hedges.
We landed at Cardiff, Wales, early July fifth
and took a train at once for London.
*

*

*
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London at three in the afternoon was just as
it should be. Waterloo Station was crowded —
little boys in knee pants, wearing their school caps
and carrying cricket bats; men who all looked
like diplomats with canes and brief cases; and
women in last year's hats and low-heeled shoes.
All the familiar signs — CADBURY'S MILK
CHOCOLATE, PLAYERS PLEASE, and IT'S
QUICKER BY RAIL. W. H. Smith's little bookstall packed with the world's best literature in
bright-covered, pocket-size six-penny editions.
Moustached cab drivers sat quietly and ex
pectantly on the front seats of their antiquated
looking taxis. Outside, the double deck buses
pulled away from the curb, always someone run
ning after to jump on. Buses with their desti
nations written on signs on front and side — Toot
ing Bee, Shepherd's Bush, Mansion House, Ludgate Circus, Watling Street, Elephant and Castle.
Romantic sounding names that brought back pleas
ant, poignant memories of an earlier arrival in
London, frightened, excited, and twenty.
We took the tube to the Goodge Street Station,
at every stop looking out of the train windows
at colored posters of The English Lakes, Cam
bridge, and the Cornish Riviera, and an amusing
one of six moustached trainmen sitting at an
empty table, their hats flying off their heads at
the sight of a pelican making off with their six
bottles in his pouch, and underneath the picture
in excited letters, My Goodness. My Guiness!
The walk down Chenies Street was familiar,
the old eighteenth century buildings the same as
they were five years before, their doors neatly
painted blue or green or black, great brass knobs
and knockers shining, silver plates with the resi
dent's name engraved, or the elegant name of
some organization — The Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The soap and
perfume factory on the corner, the walled garden
across the street with the twisted fig tree towering
above the wall. And yes, around the corner the
old man with an ancient phonograph in a peram
bulator, grinding out D' ye ken John Peel . . .
In Gower Street, just off Bedford Square and
three minutes walk from Bloomsbury, we went to
my former digs. The house was as I had left it
except for a new coat of paint in the dining room
and a new squeak on the first landing of the
8

stairs. The same visitors' book lay on a table
under the handsome gilt-framed mirror. The same
canes leaned against the ornate hall-tree where
now hung two steel helmets and two gas masks.
Mrs. Duguid had no room for us but sent us on
to her friend, Mrs. Cottrell.
We rang at 33 and a girl let us into a hall that
was a twin to Mrs. Duguid's hall. Here an illkept terrier was raising havoc with the rugs and a
brown Persian cat. Above the din we introduced
ourselves. Mrs. Cottrell was Scotch, completely;
we even thought we noticed a faint touch on her
breath.
We haggled over the price and took the big
front room on the first floor with windows from
ceiling to floor draped in remnants of faded green
velvet and tassels. The bath, she told us, was on
the second landing, and two pennies in the gas
meter would heat enough water in the geyser
(pronounced geezer) for a bath. The geezer is a
strange device. I had tangled with them before
and insisted upon a course of instruction from
Mrs. Cottrell. Some day, when I feel that I know
all there is to be known about their operation
I shall write a book, with diagrams, on how to
light a geezer. Geezers are copper tanks that hang
ominously over the front end of a tub, with gas
kets, levers, and valves lettered from A to Q or
so. A set of instructions for operation is printed
on the side of the tank in the best of English, but
I think that the editors of these instructions man
age always to leave out just one important step,
for my results are usually negative. If I do suc
ceed in getting a fire kindled in the right spot, I
feel safer to go off and leave the device for a
while, never feeling confident when I start back
that I will find geezer or room where I left themArt and I were both very tired and a bath
appealed, even at tuppence apiece. We discovered
later that we could both have a bath on free gas
if we listened for the lady next door who got up
regularly at seven-thirty and must certainly have
deposited at least fourpence in the gas meter, f01
there was always a sufficient amount of gas regis
tered on the gauge. A penny's worth, two notches
on the gauge, heated plenty of water for anyone s
bath.
We tossed a coin and Art went first. He called
me from the second landing and I dashed up t°
HIKA for

find him looking as though he had been seeing
things. The geezer has died on him, I thought.
He was standing outside the door. "No, Gus,"
he said strangely, "it can't be!"
"What can't be?" I asked.
"Look," he said and opened the door. There
in all its splendour sat, or stood a W. C., lavy, or
what have you, with blue moss roses inside and
outside the bowl. A beautiful, impressive sort
of thing like blue and white Willow plates. I
very nearly collapsed then and Mrs. Cottrell rushed
up the stairs, as fast as her heart trouble allowed,
to see what was causing all the racket. I could tell
by her expression that she was very proud of the
device and that we had wounded her deeply.
She told us then all about her heart trouble,
how miserable she felt; about her second hus
band s bladder trouble, how hard it was to get
maids to stay on, and how she scarcely had enough
to keep things going, what with the rise of food
prices. This long lament gave us ample opportu
nity to confirm our earlier conjectures about her
breath. Doubtless she took just a wee nip every
so often. "It's me heart," she kept saying.
Refreshed again after the long tiresome train
ride, we set out to have tea, mail and a look at
London. Down Tottenham Court Road and
Charing Cross Road with Spencer's and Joseph's
and Marks' old and second-hand book stores and
print shops with racks of fine smelling dusty old
books on the sidewalks, the stock in their windows
ooking as though it had never been changed but
just added to. St. Giles' Circus (which isn't a
circus at all, but a place where several streets conVerge) Leicester Square, the Haymarket, and there
just around the corner, Trafalgar Square. Nelson's
lumn rising high into the air and standing
guard over St. Martin's in the Fields, the National
Gallery, and the Admiralty Arch. Clouds of
P'geons wheeled about — pigeons that liked and
to know the youngsters who held out
peanuts to th em.
The fountains on the Square were undergoing
repairs and the board fences about them
were
neatly papered with pre-war posters — Volunteer
Service, Air Raid Precaution, and an amusing
ational Service placard with a British Tommy
'g fing a cigarette and calling out 'Arf a mo.'
Then down Whitehall past the Horse Guard
FEBRUARY, 1940

Parade to Westminster Abbey, the Houses of Par
liament, the face of Big Ben peeping out through
scaffolding. The business of looking to the right
for traffic before stepping off the curb. We walked
until long past dark and returned to our digs late,
our heads full of the sounds and sights and smells
of London.
On Friday of that first week we met my
friends who had passed us on the Queen Mary. It
was a treat to see smartly dressed girls again and
something of a pleasure to be seen with them. We
were long swapping stories of life on ship board
and getting reactions on the hardships of cycling.
Kay and Marty were agreed that twice as many
hills go up as go down and that no matter which
direction one goes, it is always into a head wind.
Tuesdays and Fridays are fair days at the Cale
donian Market and we were there before nine.
Vendors arriving with push-carts, caravans (trail
ers) and lorries (trucks) and spreading out for
the approval of collectors and gullible Americans,
their wares of old silver, pewter, jewelry, and
glass; furniture, clothes, vegetables, flowers, and
cheap aluminum ware. Acres of ground covered
with treasures and junk. The fascinating stalls
were the ones where a person found old shoes,
soleless and misshapen and outmoded, short
lengths of gas pipe, a case of artificial eyes, a cheap
Victorian plush picture frame, and hidden in all
this litter a choice pair of brass candlesticks or a
pair of Sheffield salt dishes. The keepers of these
stalls have picked up a few phrases which they
throw out carelessly. Of the salt dishes I was
told that they were solid Sheffield plate. Feel the
weight of them.' I did, and although I do not
believe the man really had any idea that they were
Sheffield, I rubbed a bit of the grime off to see
the silver with copper showing through.
"Ten shillings," the man said, not seeming to
care whether or not I bought them.
"I'll give you five," I said.
The man sneered, took the pieces out of my
hand and buried them in old shoes again. I began
to walk off, shrugging my shoulders. I wanted
them, and I would come back.
"Six and six," he called to me.
"I'll take them," I said, feeling a bit cheap,
but none-the-less, glorying a little in my first coup.
(Continued On Page 27)
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Poem
By

Peter
Taylor

FOR THE SCHOOL BOYS
Today while we're admissibly ungrown,
Now when we are each half boy, half man,
Let us examine ourselves half with half
And exploiting our feminine intimacy
Scramble the halves of all, and each regard
In what manner he has not become a man.
Before the old attachment to ten rooms
Of carpenter's gothic fails to undo pride,
To release in midnight confidences whims
And yens we want to weed or recognize
At least, let us expose, and count it good,
What is mature. And childish peccadillos
Let us laugh out of our didactic house —
The rident punishment one with reward
For him bringing lack of manliness to light.
( Oh, we shall find variety enough
For the interest of all. And we'll pour forth
All manner of malediction and polemic,
Being boys. And sympathize and profit,
Being men. It is unpredictable
Whether one sanguine person here shall find
So blind an alley as the prodigy's,
But our number, small enough for chats, is large
Enough for that worst tragedy of the mind.
What we've to learn our hundred little quarrels
Each should reveal some part. And every heart
Opened here would find a bitter failing —
Though I should only look from my dormer
At gingerbread about our eaves and say
I have not loved enough this gingerbread.
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Caricature
By W. P. Southard, Jr.
He phoned Hal
Gray as soon as he
got inside the termi
nal. "This is Friar
"*rl
Elliott, just back from
#
the monastery."
Bud! Howarya ?" j
Reasonably sober,
and unreasonably ea
ger."
V .
"For what?"
"Excitement. Got 1
f
three days before I go
back to that bastille, J
and I m not going to
%/
v
spend it examining
my soul. Got anything lined up?"
Might engineer
a double date for to
LJ
morrow night. Folks
are m Florida, and
^ave the house to ourselves. Getting tired
g
" ,y< a celibate young Christian ?"
eah. Final exams put me in the market for
mething languid in black velvet. Nothing inde
nt, of course; just stimulating."
course. And Fve got one in stock."
"Oh?"

•

S

S ^nn Strong.
the
She's staying out in
ei
•
& wRh Ginny Herron. I was just girdbut 1M °^nS t0 Ca^ Ginny- Had one all girded,
°st COurage. Couldn't be a cad and ask
n i
°«ll Ginny, and I certainly couldn't handle them
both."

Good. Tell Ann what a sterling young man
„ and fix it up- What time'll we make it?"

am,

r^lt' Just
^ant t Ut
^S
^our
come out with me to get them?"
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"Not much. I get
seasick in your car."
"Okay. Ten
I
then."
"Right. Soft mu
sic and hard liquids.
WK'
Thanks, Hal, and see
you then. So long."
E
He hung up, feeling
pleasantly excited.
He wore the sport
coat with the heavily
padded shoulders,
J
reasoning that he
probably wouldn't
\
have to take it off,
and maybe it'd coun
teract the weak chin.
" iT/
i
He admitted to him/
j
self that he wasn't
the Stirringly Mascu
line type, but perhaps
Ann would attribute his paleness and general
appearance of debility to working too hard, or,
better yet, to dissipation. He had never been able
to understand the debauchee s appeal to women,
but accepted it as an occasionally convenient asset.
While his own carousing was limited to drinking
beer with his fraternity brothers until he passed
out, he enjoyed thinking of himself as keeping out
of trouble only because he was too busy to do
otherwise.
He was mildly annoyed with himself for feel
ing nervous when he swung into the Grays driveway. Take it easy, he told himself, she's probably
not much. He checked his pockets cigarets,
gum, matches, clean handkerchief. He straight
ened his tie and went in, hoping the thick crepesoled shoes would make him look taller.

•,
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He walked into the living room without paus
ing at the entrance, having a peculiar and imme
diate dislike for people he knew who did. Hal
jumped up and pumped his hand, steering him
toward the piano. Ginny was playing Lady Be
Good softly, and it illogically irritated him. Damn
it, he thought, I already have a connection for
that song. I don't want to tie it up with Ann, too.
Particularly if she's nothing extra.
He was relieved when he saw her. Nice.
Black hair, black eyes, black dress, not too tall.
When he was introduced he said nothing for sev
eral seconds, but just looked steadily at her, having
found it effective.
"Glad to know you," she smiled.
You won t be." Hell, was that the thing to
say ? She looked a little uneasy.
"And why not?"
"Hadn't you heard?"
"No. Wipe the canary feathers off your mouth
and tell me."
"I warn you to be cautious."
"Hal already has. Are you dangerous?"
"Very."
"You look about as dangerous as a caterpillar
attacking a freight train."
"It's deceptive. Puts you off guard."
Not me. I m never on guard. Disconcert
ing."
This is going to be even better than I'd hoped,
he thought. This kid's quick.
Ginny turned and said "Hello, Bud."
"Hi, Ginny. How's school?"
Dull. Hal tells me you're doing right well."
Yeah. They think my dad's going to give the
school a new gym."
"Is he?"
"Nope. He doesn't have a new gym."
Ginny smiled politely. "I know you two are
going to like each other." The smile thinned. She
turned on the radio. Bud felt uncomfortable,
conscious of how forced the conversation had
seemed. Oh, well, what the hell, it was better
than being Real and Earnest.
Let's dance, Ann." The band was hurrying
through a stock arrangement of Stardust. It
sounded tinny, but it was one of the few songs he
was able to keep time to. Ann danced well, and
12

he was grateful to her for laughing when he
tripped over the edge of the rug.
"Hal said you write."
"Most people do. I read, too. Fluently."
"Now don't be coy. He told me you wanted
to be a writer."
"Just like everyone else who can spell his
name twice the same way."
"Why don't you cooperate? Here I am trying
to make conversation and you decide to be Mod
est and Retiring. Hal said that if I'd probe you
about your writing you'd be remarkably pleasant."
"Hal talks too much. Now that you know
I'm going to use you for a story you won't be
good material."
"Oh. So I'm just a research laboratory?"
Sure. What did you think I wanted? A
Scarlet Woman?"
Now I'm offended. Aren't you sorry?"
"Nope. I'd rather look at you than talk to
you." She smiled.
The next hour passed quickly. They helped
Hal make sandwiches, and Bud pumped the beer
barrel, hoping that Ann saw the swell of the mus
cle in his arm. They ate slowly and talked rapidly
until they had enough of both, and then walked
out on the glassed-in porch and sat in the swing.
It was raining gently, and the sound of it made
him feel glad. He wanted to know this girlMaybe there'd be something under that simonize.
But he didn't feel like talking. He just wanted to
lie back and look at her and listen to the rain.
My God, he thought, I'm going soft. But maybe
it s more fun to be soft. A wind was coming in
from the lake, and upstairs a door slammed. He
reached for her hand and laced his fingers into
hers. He could hear the radio from the front
room, don t know why, ain't no sun up in the sky,
stormy weather
"Bud."
"Uh?"
' May I have a cigaret?"
Oh. Sorry I didn't think of it." He struck
a match, noticing how she used the tip of tbe
flame, and the way it made her cheek-bones stand
out and her eyes look deeper. How the devil can
I talk to her ? he thought frantically. She doesn t
give anything. She just absorbs. He lay back and
closed his eyes. Maybe this is what they call a
HIKA for

Companionable Silence. His mind stood still,
accepting sounds, but not moving ahead of the
moment. He felt peaceful. The night took the
place of conversation. No need to feel uneasy.
No need to be clever. No need to worry about
Making An Impression.
"Bud."
"Yeah?"
"Why do you act the way you do?" Ah, she
felt it, too. He saw the airport beam circle the
sky, a gold ring against the black.
I dunno. Maybe I'm frightened when people
talk to me. So I put on an act. So do you."
I suppose so. It's less work than thinking,
though."
"Yes."
I wonder if that's the only reason."
Maybe it's just that a guy doesn't want to
bore people he likes. When he drags up the
important things from inside himself he feels
naked somehow. So he cultivates a cocktail-hour
charm, instead."
Wouldn't you talk to me if I told you it
me^
huh, he thought, Strategy
Probably not. I don't want people to under
stand me. When they do, they have a fuzzy con
viction that they should 'help', and they get to be
damned bores."
She drew her hand away. "Does that make
sense?"
I guess not. But do we have to talk sense?"
Do we have to talk at all?" Wonder if I
ought to take that as a challenge, he thought,
etter keep sparring for a while.
Let s talk till we get bored," he said. "Then
we'll stop.
He watched her closely, and she
s Jpped her hand back into his.
All right."
What 11 we talk about?" he said.
Let's start with you."
"Why?"
f J know all about me. And nothing except
r°t about you. It's only fair to want to know
something about a strange young man who holds
/ and. Wonder how long this is going to go
??' e bought, this isn't any better than before.
°pe she s being whimsical.
Nothing interesting to tell you," he said,
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hoping she'd protest.
"Tell me why you ran around the country
instead of going to college last year."
"I don't know why."
"Search for excitement?"
"Not exactly. More of a search for myself.
Every kid feels it. As if he were tied up in a
cocoon, and had to bust out or smother. I don't
mean to find myself' in the sense of finding an
occupation, or just depending on my initiative.
It's something you can't catalogue. When people
say they hope their son 'finds himself' they usually
mean they hope he loses himself. In one of their
damned silly traps, like selling his life from nine
to five, six days a week. Oh, hell, you can't explain
an idea like that."
"Then you haven't got any idea at all. You
just have a lot of fog drifting around in your
head."
"Look, chickadee. If you've ever been in Ari
zona about sundown, you 11 know what I mean.
Above the mountains it's purple and gold, with
streaks of red, and everything seems to stand still,
an d you feel clean and maybe a little humble, and
you don't give a damn whether you have any
money or glory or anything else, so long as you
can see things like that. I can't tell you how I
feel. It sounds flat. Emasculated. You've felt
it, though. You might get it swimming at night,
or playing football, or just lying on the sand
listening to the waves hit the breakwater.
She dropped her head on his shoulder, and he
wondered if she could hear the pounding of his
insides. Take it calm, he told himself, don't lose
it by jumping too quick. After a minute she said,
"Why can't you get it at home? There's sun
and water here, too."
"I don't know. Maybe it's because you see the
same things and the same people all the time, and
you know you have to be polite and Not Do Any
thing That Reflects on the Family, and humor
your father, who's had a Hard Day at the Office.
You feel you're cheating yourself out of some
thing, without quite knowing what.
She laughed. "Always greener on the other
side?"
(Continued On Page 2Jjf)
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EZRA POUND.

Introductory Text-book
[IN FOUR CHAPTERS]
'All the perplexities, confusion, and distress in
pendence of the United States the twelfth. In witness
America arise, not from defects in their constitution
whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names.
or confederation, not from want of honour and virtue,
George Washington.
so much as from downright ignorance of the nature
President and Deputy from Virginia.
of coin, credit, and circulation."
John Adams.
NOTE
The abrogation of this last mentioned power derives
". . . and gave to the people of this Republic THE
from the ignorance mentioned in my first quotation.
(as is indispensible) on pledges of specific taxes for
Of the three preceding citations, Lincoln's has become
their redemption within certain and moderate epochs,
the text of Willis Overholser's recent "History of Mon
and be of proper denominations for circulation, no in
ey in the U. S.," the first citation was taken as opening
terest on them would be necessary or just, because they
text by Jerry Voorhis in his speech in the House ot
would answer to everyone of the purposes of the metal
Representatives, June 6, 1938, and the passage from
lic money withdrawn and replaced by them."
Jefferson is the nucleus of my "Jefferson and/or Mus
Thomas Jefferson (1816, letter to Crawford).
solini."
Douglas' proposals are a sub-head under the mam
"• • .and gave to the people of this Republic THE
idea in Lincoln's sentence, Gesell's "invention' is a
GREATEST BLESSING THEY EVER HAD-THEIR
special case under Jefferson's general law. I have done
OWN PAPER TO PAY THEIR OWN DEBTS.
my best to make simple summaries and clear definitions
Abraham Lincoln.
in various books and pamphlets, and recommend as
introductory study, apart from C. H. Douglas'
The Congress shall have power:
nomic Democracy" and Gesell's "Natural Economy
To coin money, regulate the value thereof and of
Order," Chris. Hollis' "Two Nations," McNair Wi foreign coin, and to fix the standards of weights and
son s Promise to Pay," Larranaga's "Gold, Glut an
measures."
Government" and M. Butchart's compendium of three
Constitution of the United States, Article I Legislative
centuries thought, that is an anthology of what has been
Department, Section 8, pp. 5.
said, in Money." (Originally published by Nott).
Done in the convention by the unanimous consent
of the States, 7th September 1787, and of the IndeEZRA POUNDRapallo, Italy.

Tennis Around the World
By Don McNeill
On Armistice Day, 1938, the longest tennis
trip ever to be taken by an American team started
from Los Angeles. It was a great thrill to be
leaving, if for no other reason than that we were
on the 24,000 ton 5.5. Lurline. The largest boat
I had ever been on before was the Staten Island
ferry. Three others composed the team — Bill
Robertson, Owen Anderson, both from Southern
California, and Charlie Harris of West Palm
Beach, Florida.
Our first stop was Hawaii, where we played
a team match. Swimming and trying to ride the
surf boards at Waikiki beach was great sport but
none of us succeeded in riding the surf boards.
The natives who were teaching people how were
in such great demand by American girls that we
had to leave those fair islands still unable to ride
the waves.
One night at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel we
went to see a real Hawaiian orchestra. Our host
for the evening told us we were very fortunate,
ecause usually all the native Hawaiian bands
were playing in the States. What impressed us
most, though, were the hula hula girls. The move
ments of their hands as they sing and dance, we
^ere told, all have special meanings, and of
course we were greatly interested
movements of their hands.
All too soon we had to leave
m order to reach Japan for a
match with the Japanese Davis
UP Team. Before landing, med,Ca an<^ passport examiners came
?n oard- We were placed in a
"ne and walked past a desk occuPle by a small Japanese officer in
Uni 0rm- They examined our pass
ports and asked a few questions.
e man in front of me, a tall

y
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Englishman, kept his hat on during this procedure.
The man at the desk asked him to remove his hat,
which the Englishman refused to do. At this the
officer jumped out of his chair and knocked the
man's hat off, and a couple of Japanese soldiers
walked up with rifles extended. I felt rather re
lieved to know I didn't have a hat.
We were treated with the kindest hospitality
in Japan, though, and they certainly lived up to
their reputation as genial hosts.
An amusing incident occurred after we had
just played our matches and were taking a Jap
anese bath. To take one of these baths you first
go into water three feet deep in a bath about a
quarter as large as the Kenyon swimming pool.
The water is very hot, and you soak in this but use
no soap. After soaking you use some showers next
to the pool in which you can wash. What we didn t
know was that these baths are used by both sexes
of the Japanese at the same time. Imagine our
consternation, then, when two girls walked into
the bath. After several loud protests they turned
and left. Later we wanted to kick ourselves for
being so impetuous.
The Japanese Davis Cup team swamped us,
six matches to none, but not our spirits.
On to Shanghai, with the na
tive villages razed to the ground,
and all in ruins from the Japanese
bombs. Here we first came across
Oriental bargaining, which is lots
more fun than buying at one price
stores In the International Settlement there are many native shops
selling silks of all kinds, cheap
jewelry, etc. They specialize in
hooking Americans, and raise their
prices when they see an American
coming, and you can usually hear
15

one coming a block away. With one American
dollar, worth six Chinese dollars, we nevertheless
made some good buys.
We had our first ricksha ride here. Unless you
tell the boy to slow down, he will run all the way
regardless of how far you go. No wonder they
die at around 25. They would make good milers
for Rudy's track team.
From Shanghai we passed on to Hong Kong,
which is a beautiful Oriental city, if any of them
can be called that. It is set on an island with
homes built on the side of a cliff overlooking
the harbor.
In Singapore we were to play an exhibition.
It was a beautiful day when we arrived. We were
told that it was very doubtful if we could play
because it was monsoon season, and it rained every
day at noon. We didn t see how it could rain with
a sky so cloudless, but promptly at noon tons of
water swept in from nowhere and in ten minutes
the streets and tennis courts were under inches of
water.
That night we went to a taxi dance. Girls of
all nationalities were there — take your pick.
Harris had a Japanese girl who could understand
enough English to know what he said when asked
if she wasn t Chinese. That ended his dances with
the Japanese girl.
Penang was next. There we had a few hours
and visited the snake temple. There snakes which
the natives worship crawl over floors, walls, tables,
and especially under your feet.
Voyaging westward across the Indian Ocean,
we reached India. Then started a three month tour
of this country, two thirds the size of the United
States. In the February issue of Hika for 1939 I
told of our stay in Calcutta and the native state
of Baroda, and about the panther and cheeta
hunts. But this wasn t the only big game hunting
we did, for while visiting with the Maharajah of
Bharatpur, whose native state is a small one,
approximately two hundred miles northeast of
Bombay, we got another taste of this fine sport.
The Maharajah is a young man, 21 years old,
and educated in England.
He took us to his hunting lodge which he
described as a small affair in a cleared spot in the
jungle. This turned out to be a gross understate
ment, for the "lodge" was a 30 room mansion
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overlooking a beautiful lake.
The day after our arrival we started on a samber hunt. The samber is an Indian species of
deer much larger than the American deer. There
were a dozen of us in the party, and we were
paired off by twos and given different spots at
which to wait. It was the job of the native beaters,
perhaps a hundred altogether, to scare up the
samber. After a two hour wait with not a single
samber being seen, one of the beaters was seen
running towards the Maharajah. After a few
minutes the Maharajah signaled for us to come
to where he was. He was changing the hunt into a
tiger shoot. Two tigers had been spotted. This
explained the absence of the samber, which hap
pen to be very palatable to tigers.
This time the Maharajah said we were not to
be separated, so the twelve of us gathered together
at the top of a huge ravine. The beaters were to
surround the tigers and drive them through the
ravine. Before long the two tigers were seen
slinking from cover to cover on the other side
of the ravine. All twelve of us fired at once, and
for the next fifteen minutes I was deaf, as one of
the boys had his rifle six inches from my ear when
he fired. The tigers were some 175 to 200 yards
away and no one had made a hit. Owen Anderson,
who was a member of the machine gun corps
while at U.C.L.A., recovered, and on his next shot
filled the tiger's rump full of lead. This was
enough to. cause the tiger to lose its balance and
roll down the side of the ravine several yards.
Both tigers were wounded on the next volley of
fire, and they finally disappeared. We were for the
idea of following them up and making the kill,
but the Maharajah would hear nothing of that.
He had brought along a couple of his professional
hunters for just this purpose. He explained that
only the year before a wounded tiger had almost
killed one of his guests, and although waiting
might not be so exciting, it was safer. So while
the professional hunters followed the tigers we
sat down to a picnic lunch.
An hour later they returned with a tigress,
her mate having escaped. This was the one Ander
son had first wounded, and according to the cus
tom, he was to get the skin. The Maharajah said
he would personally attend to having it cured
(Continued On Page 89)
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Poem
By

Robert
Lowell

SUBLIME FERIAM SIDERA YERTICE
In compensation for blind circumstance,
Nature charged brute devotions to the soul,
A patriot patrol,
To underwrite human designs, that man's
Least action seem to take a righteous role.
Finding instead satanic partnership,
Nature put out a fall, an Ark, a Flood,
Like as a common good
Christ Jesus and his golden rule ... the ship
Of state has learned Christ how to sail on blood.
Great Commonwealth, sail on and on and roll
On blood, on my free blood; my heart misgave,
Confessed itself a slave,
And Hegel proved State an invested soul,
Oh mortmain, patron and gaoler of the grave.
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The Tractor
By John Nerber
Mr. Voss sat reading at his window. The mur
derer slowly gathered his forces about him; The
victim quivered under the impact of the blow.
Fate, Chance, Destiny—all were present. Doomed
but living, brought alive at the moment of death,
he, who had never lived, lived. The three judges
of Hell sat with impassive faces; the verdict had
been given. An owl in a crag awakened by the
flares heard his sleepy voice reverberate in the
cavern. Hell claimed no other sound.
Mr. Voss put down his book. Sighing, he
rubbed his eyes, then looked out over the square.
Children still played on the worn grass. A few
pigeons still waddled after the last dray-horse.
How dark it had grown; the sun was far down
behind the catholic spires of St. Anthony's.
Mr. Voss rose, and turned on his electric
bulb; methodically he pulled down the shade, and
laid the book on his bureau. He looked, absentmindedly, at the room as he had looked at it a
hundred times in the past. The seven by nine
room with its ugly floral paper; the broken bed
that testified to the will, if not the passion, of
man; the bureau geometrically placed beside the
door; the chair, the faded strip of carpet, the
chamber pot tucked neatly beneath the bed.
Mr. Voss shuddered; the smell of thirty years'
lodging houses,
thirty years of
cheap rooms
hung over his
head like a
smoke pall
which his eyes
could not pene
trate. Mr. Voss'
sensitive nos
trils could almost separate
1897 from
1910, the anti18

septic smell of 1917 from the vomit and sweat
odors of 1926. All these were incorporated in
this 1937 smell. He closed his eyes, thinking how
1947's smell would be almost indistinguishable
from that of 1897, except that perhaps 1947 would
never come for him.
Thirty years had already clothed Mr. Voss in
the definable never-to-be-gotten-rid-of aura of ob
scure boarding houses. Mr. Voss sensed it; his
personality partook of it; he exuded in the cut of
his clothes, and the lines of his face, the frustra
tion and the envy of the clerk, who, living in the
midst of a great city, never actually became part
of it. Although Mr. Voss had lived most of his
maturity in this one great city, he was not of itYet Mr. Voss indicated the temper of the city, and
without knowing it personified to the country
man the glamor and fascination of wickedness.
Not that Mr. Voss was wicked; his experience
of wickedness was confined between the covers
of adventure reprints on the outside trays of
second-hand book-shops in the city. What in
Mr. Voss' life could compare with the adventur
ous life of Mr. Lamb floating on a junk down the
angry flood-waters of the Yang-tze River at sun
set, with heathen hordes arranged behind obsolete
cannon upon the banks?
Almost MrVoss' life might
be encompassed
by his books,
the infrequent
contact with
derelicts of so
ciety, a contact
that brought
7
tears to MrVoss' eyes, and
T.tWftthe occasional
emotional stim
ulation resultHIKA for

ing from atmospheric conditions; when the
sky was covered with clouds that massed spec
tacularly, or a sunset, florid and bold, that perme
ated Mr. Voss with a curious sense of destiny. Mr.
Voss would be led into the forbidden fields of
ecstasy; his eyes would grow bright, his shoulders
straighten, his steps grow longer. Like Mr. Lamb,
or Ivan the Terrible, he felt himself selected; he
was destined to be great; he lived in the future
when all men shrank before his might, and all
women knelt before the perfect lover.
Mr. Voss, standing in the middle of his room
and debating whether to attempt physical exercises
or go for a walk, felt Mr. Lamb mysteriously en
tering him. He smoothed his lifeless hair, and
straightened his tie so that it hung less limply into
his ill-fitting coat. He looked at himself in his
shaving mirror, and saw what he wanted to see —
a lean, broad shouldered youth, handsome and
strong. He turned out his light and left the room.
Mr. Voss walked eagerly up Roxbury Street;
the people that he passed, smiled to see a middleaged man walking like a young man, or looked in
wonder at an old fool with a young face. Mr.
Voss by some inexplicable chance conveyed youth
and optimism; the spirit stronger than the flesh
worked itself out, transforming Mr. Voss into Mr.
Lamb, the terror of the brigands.
Mr. Voss was inflamed; the city, oriental and
sinister, betrayed itself in the pagodas leering
rom the great heights of skyscrapers. Mr. Voss
ooked firmly at passers-by; let them beware him!
Law was resident in his hands; if he chose to
exercise his right, well might the city tremble. Mr.
greater fantasies; the war-lords en
camped before his very gates shivered when the
gates swung open, revealing Mr. Voss alone. They
gave, broke, and ran away; their armies streaming
md them. The Japanese, cowering, brought
ay, forced out of their ill-gotten gains by the
mere Presence of Mr. Voss amongst them — un
armed and silent in their midst.
Mr. Voss was brought crashing out of his
reverie by a hand laid upon his arm. He stopped,
urne his heroic eyes, still smouldering with great
iCe s unconsummated. He saw a girl, shabbily
resse , and unmistakable in intention. Her red
0ut opened. Words came out of it, but Mr.
v°ss heard
nothing; China faded slowly. A
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Japanese face lost form. All was over. Mr. Voss
was forced to ask the girl what it was she said.
The red mouth opened patiently again, what was
Dearie's hurry? Mr. Voss was shocked; he thrust
down the hand, and hurried away. He heard the
red mouth laugh behind him and a flow of ob
scenity pursue him.
Mr. Voss walked down the street; Mr. Lamb
had long ago crept back between the covers of
The Fangs of Mr. Wu. The street-lights were
on; on either side were warehouses pitted
with dark recesses. Mr. Voss, uneasy, looked for
street signs. Finding one at last, he discovered
that he was near the water-front, and he turned
back towards Roxbury Street with no misgivings.
Mr. Voss stopped on the square and sat down
on a bench near where he saw the children play
ing earlier in the evening. The square was almost
deserted. The worn grass was conspicuous under
the street lamps. The evening was cool; only a
girl and her lover shared a bench on the other
side of the square. Mr. Voss felt all his years and
their lack. Lonely and miserable he contemplated
the years ahead. He thought of his room, and
the work of tomorrow; the interminable hours of
filing, broken by correspondence with his col
league, Miss Henshaw, a woman of his own age,
dessicated and barren.
Mr. Voss thought of Mr. Lamb, but Mr. Lamb
preserved his distance. Mr. Voss could not estab
lish the needed intimacy; he felt then the silliness
of Mr. Lamb as an escape. He saw himself again
as he actually was, and he was nauseated. He
exaggerated his appearance to himself; he writhed
thinking of his journey down the streets of the
city that he had made, clad in the ever-recurring
roles of his novels. He shivered and buried his
head in his hands. Mr. Voss gave way to melancholy.
The square was deserted when Mr. Voss raised
his head. The lovers had gone; crept, probably,
away into a communal bed. Mr. Voss felt the
Universe giving way. He was the exact ceriter of
a vacuum into which the debris of the world
threatened to spill at any moment, He felt time
and space sagging around him.
It was then that Mr. Voss, casting his eyes de
spairingly around, saw upon the ground a toy
(Continued, On Page SI)
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BOOKS
PRACTICAL CAT JOKES

THE COMPLETE CATHARSIS

OLD POSSUM'S BOOK OF PRACTICAL CATS.
By T.S. Eliot; Harcourt-Brace and Company,
New York, 1939.

A SEASON IN HELL. By Arthur Rimbaud.
Translated by Delmore Schwartz. New Di
rections Press. 1939.

Even the least exacting critics are going to be
outraged by Mr. T. S. Eliot's new book of verse,
Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats. If publica
tion depended on quality or if Mr. Eliot were
capable of critical judgment of his own work,
these practical cat jokes doubtless would have re
mained in the hands of those personal friends to
whom they were addressed. And in any considera
tion of the book the fact that the poems are com
posed for, and were sent to, close friends is very
important. This fact, however, cannot allow us to
excuse the insignificant quality in general. It only
explains the purpose Mr. Eliot had in writing
them, but that purpose should have stopped short
of publication for public consumption. It is
doubtful if many readers of the poems will be in
terested in, or for that matter will know anything
about, the private inspirations that moved Mr.
Eliot to write them. Beyond a doubt their per
sonal note indicates that they mean a great deal to
the enviable persons in on the secret, and the
poems would appear absolutely absurd if we did
not feel that they had as a basis either a wellknown system of joking between friends or some
series of events that must be the common property
of Mr. Eliot's circle.
Although there is no unquestionable reason to
believe it, the tone and careless structure indicate
that they might even have been written for chil
dren; and in all truth they don't rise above that
level. It would be too pedantic to expect that a
poet always be mature and intellectual even in
his private and jovial moments; but certainly his
personal fun should not carry him as far as a pub
lishing house. That is, of course, if it is intended

It is time to reexamine Arthur Rimbaud by
the critical standards of our own times. Interest
in him is increasing just now. The best biography
of him was published by Enid Starkie last year,
and now Mr. Schwartz has made the first satisfy
ing translation of Une Saison en Enfer into Eng
lish. Just as T. S. Eliot made a new survey of
Baudelaire, some intelligent criticism of Rimbaud
would be welcome.
Rimbaud is too often known by externalities.
He is very easy to classify as Edmund Wilson has
classified him in Axel's Castle, and he is very easy
to dismiss. But he is one of the Symbolist Olym
pians; he is a revered name in modern poetry,
which is supposed to have come from that French
source. His Season is used to prove all sorts of
literary theory, but it is best, in reviewing it, t°
forget all that has been said about it and about
Rimbaud himself.
The Season in Hell is a wildly-romantic, ado
lescent work. It is the book of a supernaturally
brilliant schoolboy who hates school, or a bour
geois child who hates the bourgeoisie, or a poet
who hates progress. The best way to review this
book is coldly. Rimbaud is usually assumed to
have intellectual reasons for being anti-intellect
ual. It will be charitable to assume that this
Season was not an expression of purely emotiona
revolt, but contained some idea-motive, no matter how badly-formed.
In his critical preface, Mr. Schwartz recites the
list of poets and writers before Rimbaud, who
looked for the "highest value" in life, a conven
tion of belief to take root in. Blake found his in
mysticism, Wordsworth in nature, Coleridge in

(.Continued On Page 21)
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as serious work, and the most careless reader can
hardly admit that. As a matter of fact, the whole
make-up of the book seems to have been designed
to deny any seriousness at all; and, as the sym
bols are too private to allow us to participate in
the fun, the book fails even to be a good joke.
Mr. Eliot's taste is more on trial than his poetic
reputation. If he were capable of any judgment
of his previous work, it would appear that he
would have dispensed with any attempts at a
light touch. His best has never had that, and his
greatest poems all have been in a very serious,
mature vein. Isolated examples, however, do oc
cur with some success in lighter verse. Poems
like the Five Finger Exercises, Sweeney Erect, and
Sweeney Agonistes are certainly clever, light and
even successful; but they smack of poetry in a
minor key when we think of Prufrock, Ash Wed
nesday, The Waste Land, and Gerontion. But
although we are led to condemn Mr. Eliot's lack
of perspective, which is responsible for this book,
it is really the book that we are concerned with in
these remarks.
First we can say that the meter is very unexcit
ing and imperfect. Never has he turned out such
an unpolished piece of work, and as it is not
saved by any terrific merits either in subject matter
°r imagery, it is the devastating conclusion that
We come to- In a time when so much is excused
on the grounds of fine technique or scintillating
metrics, Mr. Eliot's apologist for this book must
needs have this support denied him. The meter,
generally, is very loose accentual, and no regular
pattern seems to be followed absolutely in any
single poem. Little duple verse is found, and
C sw'ng °f the poems is primarily triple
or even
at ^mes dipodic. However, in the latter
case no
regular pattern of line lengths or of truncated
ndings is found, and the dipodic pattern is fre
quently interrupted by lines that just don't fit. All
m all, the appearance and sound of the poems are
not ve r
y literary, and are obviously not intended
to be so.
Here is an example of some of the
re refined metrics, but not from a very good
poem:
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Growltiger's Last Stand
Growltiger was a bravo cat, who lived upon a
barge:
In fact he was the roughest cat that ever
roamed at large.
From Gravesend up to Oxford he pursued
his evil aims,
Rejoicing in the title of "The Terror of the
Thames."
His manners and appearance did not calculate
to please;
His coat was torn and seedy, he was baggy at
the knees;
One ear was somewhat missing, no need to
tell you why,
And he scowled upon a hostile world from
one forbidding eye .. .
This is fairly acceptable dipodic verse (al
though this portion can be scanned as irregular
iambic) but a more happy choice of a poem would
probably be:
Gus: The Theatre Cat
Gus is the cat at the theatre door.
His name, as I ought to have told you before,
Is really Asparagus. That's such a fuss
To pronounce, that we usually call him just
Gus.
His coat's very shabby, he's thin as a rake,
And he suffers from palsy that makes his
paws shake.
Yet he was, in his youth, quite the smartest of
cats —
But no longer a terror to mice and to rats,
For he isn't the cat that he was in his prime;
Though his name was quite famous, he says,
in its time.
And whenever he joins his friends at their club
(Which takes place in the back of neighboring
He loves to regale them, if someone else pays,
With anecdotes drawn from his palmiest days.
For he once was a star of the highest degreeHe has acted with Irving, he's acted with Tree.
And he likes to relate his success on the Halls,
Where the gallery once gave him seven catcalls.
But his grandest creation, as he loves to tell,
Was Firefrorefiddle, the Fiend of the Fell. . .
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Or a selection from perhaps the best poem in
the book:
Mr. Mistoffeles
You ought to know Mr. Mistoffeles!
The Original Conjuring Cat —
(There can be no doubt about that).
Please listen to me and don't scoff. All his
Intentions are off his own bat.
There's no such cat in the metropolis;
He holds all the patent monopolies;
For performing surprising illusions
And creating eccentric confusions.
At prestidigitation
And at legerdemain
He'll defy examination
And deceive you again.
The greatest magicians have something to
learn
From Mr. Mistoffeles' Conjuring Turn.
Presto!
Away we go!
And we all say: OH!
Well, I never!
Was there ever
A cat so clever
As magical Mr. Mistoffeles!
This poem seems more like the Mr. Eliot we
knew before his preoccupation with cats. It pos
sesses much more finish in the metrics and doesn't
sound quite so foreign to our ear for Eliot. The
lines:
You ought to know Mr. Mistoffeles!
The original Conjuring Cat —
remind us of:
How unpleasant to meet Mr. Eliot!
With his features of clerical cut.
and for the first time we encounter a familiar note
in the book. And besides our nostalgic remembrance for things past, here also is the same old
preoccupation with unusual words, (like prestidi
gitation and legerdemain) and clever rhymes (like
Mr. Mistoffeles with metropolis and monoplies,
and illusions with confusions) that make us think
of The Hippopotamus, or Mr. Appolinas or Con
versation Gallante or Sweeney Among the Night
ingales. And it seems good.
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But there is much insignificant verse in the
book that cannot be excused for any reason. And
the number of slick puns and the quality of the
word-play cannot soften the conclusion. Take,
for example:
Bustopher Jones: The Cat About Town
Bustopher Jones is not skin and bones —
In fact, he's remarkably fat.
He doesn't haunt pubs — he has eight or nine
clubs,
For he's the Saint James' Street Cat!
He's the Cat we all greet when he walks down
the street
In his coat of fastidious black:
No commonplace mousers have such well-cut
trousers
Or such an impeccable back.
In the whole of Saint James the smartest of
names is
The name of this Brummel of Cats;
And we're all of us proud to be nodded or
bowed to
By Bustopher Jones in white spats . . .
The reader will probably be interested (as we
are) in the connection this poem has with the
Man in the White Spats who appears in the
dedication and Eliot's drawing on the back cover.
Here the private symbols stop us from a better
appreciation of the poem (which is clever metric
ally) , and we find the drawing the more amusing
of Mr. Eliot's aesthetic indulgences.
An example that is even more unfortunate is.
The Ad-Dressing of Cats
You've read of several kinds of Cat,
And my opinion now is that
You should need no interpreter
To understand this character.
You now have learned enough to see
That Cats are much like you and me
And other people whom we find
Possessed of various types of mind.
For some are sane and some are mad,
And some are good and some are bad,
And some are better, some are worse —
But all may be described in verse.
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You've seen them both at work and games,
And learnt about their proper names.
Their habits and their habitat;
But
How would you ad-dress a cat?
So first your memory I'll jog,
And say a Cat is not a Dog . . .
This probably suffices as a summing-up of all
the book, but it suffers from being far less spon
taneous than the others. However, we leave it to
the reader's judgment.
All in all, the book is not one of sufficient in
terest or ambition to form any conclusion of
moment about. We cannot belittle Mr. Eliot as a
poet for it; he has already proven himself too
great for that sort of treatment. And, obviously,
as we have already remarked, he makes no preten
sions, and thus cannot be condemned for failing
at a large or ambitious project. However, we can
lament the lack of taste and judgment that allowed
him to publish it, even though his reputation is
so secure that he stood to lose nothing by it.

DAVID MCDOWELL.

Examples:
Science, the new nobility! Progress. The
world advances! Why shouldn't it turn aside?
It is the vision of numbers. We are on our
way to the spirit. What I say is quite certain.
It is an oracle.
and:
My day is done; I depart from Europe. The
sea air will burn my lungs; the lost climates
will tan me. To swim, to burn grass, to hunt,
to smoke above all; to drink liquors strong as
boiling steel, — as did those dear ancestors
around their fires.
but:
Now I am accursed, I detest my country. The
best thing is a completely drunken sleep on a
sandy beach.
and:

The Complete Catharsis
(Continued From Page 20)

transcendentalism, Keats in art, Baudelaire in the
nowledge of good and evil, and so on. And after
im aud, artists still kept trying. Lawrence, Yeats,
rane, and the Surrealists, Schwartz enumerates
as t e refuge-builders of this century. And Rimbaud, Schwartz
says, "tried out the whole century
a<
vance
°
^
- Superficially this is true,
e Season in Hell is capable of containing
rnan^Ca^ t0 eveiT f°rm °f faith imaginable to
an* AH of them are in some way familiar and
can be seen clearly in the list
OTRM!2^6'
a e, Wordsworth, Coleridge and the rest.
^S' aPPafently, A Season in Hell, is a dis0r 1
Cre
catbarsis of the Faiths. You may recogn]
<
2e
it the faiths of Blake, Lawrence, or the
frea ists being purged out of Rimbaud. Of
urse, the ordinary, optimistic faith in the worldbrst anc^ most bourgeois idol
tolv* fS ma<^e *s
r°ken. From then on, in loose and violent
i
rhetoric, Rimbaud renounces.
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The reasonable hymns of angels rises from the
ship of salvation; it is divine love. . . . Reason
is born in me. The world is good. I will bless
life. I will love my brothers. These are no
longer childish promises. Nor the hope of
escaping old age and death. God is my
strength and I will praise God.
but:
Frivolous inclinations have left me. No more
the need of devotion or of God's love. I do
not regret the century of impressionable hearts.
He wanders on this way in his own Hell, finding
and rejecting all the various new and old religions
men have made. At last, he reaches the end of
them without a decision.
"A brilliant advantage is that I can laugh at
the old false loves ..."
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But it is a cold and fleshless advantage and it
leaves Rimbaud still without his sought faith,
with no base to write and observe from, and no
way left but suicide.
Mr. Schwartz seems to assume that Rimbaud
encompassed all the things he rejected. Judging
from the Season alone, he did not. Rimbaud was
aware that he must find a faith. The existing
faiths were emotionally attractive only for a short
time. He rejected them one by one. Yet he neither
understood the composition and implications of
the idea of faith itself, nor did he have much in
tellectual comprehension of the various faiths he
lost.
In the acceptance of a faith or a world-view,
two rational ideas conflict. The one is a belief
in faith itself, the other is an unbelief in particular
faiths. The first must be stronger than the second.
It must entirely repress and vanquish the second
once a faith is selected, or else the process will be
endless as Rimbaud's was. The belief may be ar
bitrarily selected and fantastic like Yeats', but the
artist must suppress any objective view of it. This
is what Rimbaud did not understand. None of
the great beliefs of other men seemed adequate
because the unfaith in one faith was stronger than
faith in Faith itself.
Just as he misunderstood Faith, he could not
comprehend the particular faiths. In each case,
his revolt from them in the Season is from bore
dom, which arose from his mercurial temper. He
speaks loosely and seems to be more at war with
the terms in which any faith is couched than with
the intellectual ideology of the faith itself.
Mr. Schwartz s translation is a conservative
and excellent piece of writing. It is sometimes
better, even, than Rimbaud's French prose and
often equals it. Mr. Schwartz's preface is a fairly
good critical introduction to Rimbaud and perhaps
might be the beginning of the suggested critical
revaluation of the poet.
In all, A Season in Hell is of more interest in
the history of literature than as literature itself.
It is the unruly work of a romantic young man
who might have become a great genius; and it
explains his failure.
ROBIE MACAULEY.
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Caricature
(Continued From Page 18)

"That's not entirely it. If a kid wants to write,
he ought to do something besides read other
people's books. You can't really see what I mean
unless you know some of the delicate literati
who'd need a police escort to go around the
block."
"That isn't fair."
"The hell it isn't. All they write are consola
tion prizes for never having done any living. They
talk of beautieh and aht and cultuah as if they
were their idea, and they claim they're valuable
to society because they're a Protest. What most
of them are doing is jumping up and down and
shrieking that the game's unfair when they haven't
even tried to play it. They feel proud that they're
sensitive and unhappy. Hell, I'm the same way,
and I hate it. Now do you see? What I'm trying
to find is the thing I'm finding right now with
you. A kind of agreement with the world." She
relaxed against him. He tilted her head, and took
his hand away when two headlights swung into
the driveway and swept the porch. Godamit, he
thought. He heard the crunch of gravel, and
someone slamming the car door, and the doorbell
ringing. Let Hal get rid of him. Hope it's the
wrong house.
"Keep talking," she said softly. "It doesnt
make much sense but it sounds well." She doesn t
waste much time on diplomacy, he thought wryly"All right. This is it. I can't act on my own
ideas and I can't accept anyone else's. I don't want
to live on second-hand emotions and codes, and I
don't want to see life as an exhibit. I want to
live, and I don't know what living is. I just know
that what I'm doing isn't what I want to do."
She sat up, and her voice was cold. "Oh, isn t
it?" Hell, he thought, what did I say that for?
He pulled her back.
I meant that instead of being irritated by
trifles, and saddened somehow by the things that
ought to make me happy, like you, for instance,
I want to enjoy them. I want to look at you with
out wondering how you'd look in a paragraphDamn it, I'm putting it awkwardly. What a lot
of empty sound. Maybe it's me that's empty. Still*
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it's the way I feel. The right technique now would
be to let her know that I realize that she's un
happy, too. A deep, subtle unhappiness that only
she could have, but that needs only proper sym
pathy and understanding to dissolve it.
He kept talking, the words coming easily now.
Probably because they don't mean anything when
you analyze them, he smiled to himself. The rain
had stopped, and the wind had shifted, and a big
gray cloud hung like a puff of steam over the trees.
He could hear people talking in the living-room,
and the smell of her perfume made him remind
himself to be careful, not to rush it.
"If I could get away from words maybe I could
get the idea across. Like at school. We learn all
sorts of pretty theories about philosophy and es
thetics and if you match all those words against
five minutes like this, the glands would win every
time. They should. Hell, we're made of flesh,
not air." Except me, maybe. Hot air. Wonder
what the next move should be.
She stirred against him, and he ran his fingers
through her hair. Hal was calling them. "We'd
better go see what he wants," Bud said finally.
I m not any farther along than I was before, he
told himself. What's the matter with me? Damn
k, I practically get it thrown at me and I duck.
They went into the living room.
Hal was mixing something in a big glass bowl.
He gestured toward the corner, where Ginny was
talking with Jack Hayward. "This is what we
get for not locking the doors," Hal smiled. "He
Just Dropped In For a Minute and he'll probably
be here all night." Jack walked over and stuck
°ut his hand, and Bud remembered how, in grade
school, for two years they had gone over to LakeJ°°d ^ark and fought before school began every
*y, until one morning they asked each other why
t ey were doing it, and had stopped. Since then
t ey had been good friends.
Jack was grinning. "Introduce me quick, bere she gets away."
Sure. Ann, this handsome chunk of scenery
IS Jack Hayward. Jack, this is Ann Strong."
"How do you do?"
"Nicely. Dance?"
If Bud doesn't mind."
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"Of course not." He walked over to Hal.
"What are you making?"
"Dunno yet. Started out to be hot rum and
butter punch, but I think it's gonna explode."
"What's Jack here for?"
"Stopped in to see if I'd go to the midnight
show with him. Anyway, that's what he said.
Couldn't very well toss him out. Just when we
were getting cozy, too."
"How we gonna git rid of him?"
"He'll go after a bit. Hell, we have all night."
"Okay." He walked over and put Lover Come
Back on the vie. He could hear Jack and Ann
through the music.
"You look a little tired," Jack was saying.
"Bored?"
"That isn't polite. But I am sleepy."
"So am I. Let's go to bed." Bud winced,
thinking I hope she tells him off. If she doesn't,
I will.
Ann laughed. "Do you have cold feet?"
"I never have cold feet." He tightened his arm.
"Urn."
"How would you like to go out for a quick
ride? Air'd do you good."
"You seem to forget I have a date."
"Oh, come on. We won't be long. He'll appre
ciate you more if he misses you for a while."
"Well . . ."
"Don't be a panty-waist. Let's go."
Ann laughed again. "I just thought of some
thing funny."
"Tell me on the way."
"You know, it just struck me. He's been talk
ing about action, and putting on an act, for an
hour. And you drop in and act."
He walked away from the vie, feeling himself
tighten, and wondering if the others noticed. That
bitch, he thought. Won't give her the satisfaction
of taking a swing at him. Let them play it out.
Ought to be good. Really good. The hell with her.
She isn't worth worrying about.
He walked back out on the porch. He felt the
bitterness and envy that a frustrated member of
an audience feels when he sees a good performance. It was raining again, and he heard them
laugh outside, and the car cough, the lights swing
ing wide over the lawn, and the taillight wink
down the driveway.
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Damn her, she was right. He just talked.
Well, he wanted to talk. For a while, anyway. His
mind jumped back ten years, and he could see
his father, with two glasses of water and a hand
ful of dirt. His father had put some of the dirt
in one glass, and the water muddied. "This glass
represents the minds of most of the boys around
here,' his father had said. "The clear glass repre
sents your own mind as it is now." Then he had
poured some of the water from the muddied glass
into the clear glass, and walked away without
saying anything more.
Hal yelled out to him. "Want a sandwich?"
"Yeah. That's exactly what I want. A sand
wich." He went back in, trying to smile, realizing
that it looked forced. "Where's Ginny?"
"Nose - powdering. Where'd Ann go with
Jack?"
"I dunno. Don't much care."
"What happened?"
"Nothing. That was it."
"I don't want to butt in, but damned if I'd
let him get away with that."
"It's all right. A cheap lesson."
"Weren't you your usual lovable self?"
"Nope. I relaxed. Guess it bored her." Sure.
Hal shrugged. "Tough. Dig into a sandwich
and a beer. Fortify yourself for when they get
back. Might be entertaining."
He went back out to the porch. Hasn't affected
me much, he grinned. The sandwich and the beer
taste as good as ever. He sat watching the rain
and smoking until he heard Jack's car come up
the drive. He heard the front door open, and
laughter, and the car starting up again. He
walked into the living-room.
Ann was taking off her coat. He leaned
against the wall, wondering how he should look.
She turned, and she seemed to have a special
secret, a quietly triumphant smile. He walked up
to her, seeing for the first time the brightness
of the gold flecks in her eyes.
"Have a good time?"
"Very." Damn you, he thought. The right
answer.
"I'm so glad."
"You aren't displeased, I hope?" She tight
ened the corner of her mouth.
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"No. I'm faintly curious to know why you
went, though."
"Because I wanted to. I do what I want to do.
You don't." She's got me licked, he thought.
Humiliating, but educational.
"No, I just talk."
"Very prettily, though. I'd rather looked for
ward to finishing our talk. So interesting."
"I've talked too much already."
Her eyes mocked him. "And you can't hit a
lady."
"Does that make you feel safe?" They walked
out on the porch.
She was laughing at him. "Why don't you
stalk off in A Marked Manner?"
"Not yet. You amuse me."
"Or maybe you're after the consolation prize
you spoke of." Here we go again, he thought.
They rocked gently in the swing. She smiled. "You
can write a story about it. A nice story. But
regard it as an object lesson."
"I'll do both. Got any more pearls of wis
dom?"
"It'd be a waste of time. You're such a child.
"Thanks."
"If you really believed what you said a while
ago, you wouldn't be sitting here now. Sure,
you're wasting your youth, just as you said. But
not by going to school, but by spending it worry
ing vaguely about everything. Don't you see what
a complete damned fool you are?"
He felt grotesque, as if she were watching
him through a bowl of water that blurred him
into a fantastic shape. How ridiculous I must
have sounded, he thought. Like a Saturday Eie
n 'tng Post moral.
"So you think you understand it all?
didn't look at her.
"Is there much to understand?" Damn you,
you're right again, he thought. So that was itThe part of my mind that I'd thought was in t e
Foreign Legion is in the Salvation Army.
Her voice went on smoothly, as if she were
talking to herself. "You like to think that you re
rebellious, unblueprinted, a law unto you rselr.
And your fear of being ruled is worse than the
worst ruler you could have."
It seemed unreal, like a very bad prep school
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play. Girls didn't talk like that. They just said
yes and no and knew the latest dirt and what band
was in town and what other girls' clothes cost and
looked pleasantly cushiony and vague when any
body used words over two syllables or ten volts.
But the soft voice next to him was real. Too
damned real. So soft it hurt. He put his hands
over his eyes, as if to shut out the sight of himself.
Damn it, why don't I leave? Haven't I got any
pride?
It isn't that, Ann," he said finally. "Any
guy d be glad to be ruled, if he could choose his
ruler. Or to serve, if he could find anything worth
serving. Good God, what a stuffed-shirt thing
to say, he told himself.
She laughed. "Why don't you join a monastery,
if creeds bore you so? A nice laissez-faire mon
astery. Preferably co-ed, to provide opportunities
for exercising that grimy little 'adventurous
spirit. She got up and walked to the end of the
porch and stared out. "Or keep choosing your
fiends on the basis of similarity of fuzziness, or
agreement on the best adventure books. Miniver
Cheevy."
He watched her, silhouetted against the wall
y the front light, and he ached with wanting her.
^er vo^ce was almost a caress. "When you
ta you look so wistful I'd like to kick you. But
1 e you. You're such a child that I can't help
1 • ,?U ^ave to dfape everything with symbols,
^ a^e glamor, with what you call 'beauty,' and
contemptuous of others who do it."
r
0 » e thought, is her blood ice or acid? And
en Su<ldenly he felt sorry for her. She's old, he
0 d himself. Much older than
I am. Older than
anyone I've ever met. She enjoys pitying me."
He stood. All right, Ann. You've said
enough".
t h-0

Wa^e<^

through the living-room and out

ra*n on
face ^
^a<^
, and he thought of the letter from Rog Lovey up in Boston, asking him to come up for
Rn^k jaca^on- "I have just the girl for you,"
$0 g a written. She's swell. I know you'll think
Kl'i °?- ^hat was her name? Something odd.
en<Jienst. Sally Kliendienst. And soon it would
sPring again, and he would feel the
same
Caf
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fierce joy in being alive, in going to Boston to
see Rog Lovejoy and Sally Kliendienst. But the
darkness was heavy around him, and he knew
Ann was the first girl he had ever loved, and the
first he had ever hated.

A Voyage to the British Isles
(Continued From Page 9)

I went away with them wrapped in a dirty piece
of brown paper. I had them for less than a dollar
and a half, and I knew that they were worth six
times that.
One stall was run by a Mr. Humphrey, Indian
or African I could not tell, but dusky. His wife who
helped, sang over the British Broadcasting System
from time to time, and occasionally took part in
pictures that needed colored casts. She had played
in Paul Robeson's picture, Saunders of the River.
Mr. Humphrey knew good pieces of silver and
pewter, but he was hazy (and admitted it) on
periods of history. He found for me five pewter
plates of the Tudor period, which I bought for
a very small sum. I think he must have placed
the Tudors somewhere in the last century; cer
tainly he never connected them with the sixteenth.
We became good friends and he asked me to come
into his booth to talk to his wife and him and I
listened there to stories of distant travel and of his
brother's experiences as an officer in the British
Navy.
At the Caledonian Market, one must eat in
one of the little stalls. There from rickety fold
ing tables and fragile camp chairs whose legs stick
stubbornly between the cobble stones, one eats
cold lamb sandwiches and cherry tarts and drinks
over sweetened tea with milk in it. The service is
entirely impersonal and one puts his hands into
his pockets for lack of a napkin. Tipping is neither
necessary nor advisable for graspy-looking people
lurk during the meal hour, near the tables, poised
to fall on a threepenny bit that an unsuspecting
customer might leave on the wind-blown paper
table cloth.
Everyone goes to Westminster Abbey and the
Tower of London and the Cheshire Cheese — and
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he should. It is too bad that he cannot always go
to those places alone. At Westminster, when one
stands alone in the nave, the lovely tracery of the
ceiling lifts itself into the haze, and length and
breadth of the building extend themselves until
one feels the majesty and solemnity of the place.
And music, if the organ should be playing, seems
to come from afar off. Of the music of the boys'
choirs one cannot write. To hear them is to ex
perience something scarcely of this world. And
in the Tower, alone, one's footsteps echo the foot
steps of Sir Walter Raleigh who paced a narrow
walk along the battlements, and the screams of
the ravens in the cobbled court yard can, with
but a little stretch of the imagination, become the
screams of Henry the Eighth's wives on the block.
And at the Cheshire Cheese in Wine Office Court,
off Fleet Street, one can sit with a pipe before the
fire and talk to Doctor Johnson, Burke, and Reyn
olds. There is much to be said for traveling
alone.
On Monday, Kay, Marty, Art, and I were
joined by a friend from Baltimore who showed up
quite unexpectedly one morning in Haymarket,
for dinner at Simpson's in Poultry. The complete
address is pleasant sound and worth noting. 76
Bird-in-Hand Court, Cheapside, Poultry. The
occasion, "fish ordinary" at one o'clock.
Some two-hundred years ago the fish-mongers
of Billingsgate Market persuaded a tavern-keeper
of doubtless culinary reputation to serve them a
noonday meal of their own fish. In time mer
chants from the city discovered the tavern and
the man was persuaded to move his establishment
to Cheapside in Poultry, where for two centuries
guests from all over the world have been enter
tained to fish dinners, well cooked and well served.
We were there early, and promptly at one
o'clock a dinner bell rang. A Mr. Pickwickian
sort of person asked grace and served pea soup
from a giant tureen to his guests seated at a horse
shoe shaped table. There followed five or six
fish courses with sauterne and Mr. Pickwick's wit
between courses, and finally cheese and biscuits.
But before this last course can be accomplished,
the height, girth, and weight of a huge cheese
must be guessed. It is brought in with tape measure and scales, and in the event that it is guessed
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correctly, everyone is treated to champagne by
the host.
On the walls of the old tavern, neatly framed,
are 'diplomas' made out in the names of the peo
ple who, since the custom was instituted, have
guessed correctly. Too soon Mr. Pickwick was
giving thanks and shaking hands with his guests
and inviting them cordially to return. All this
for two shillings and a tip. An inexpensive ex
cursion back into the last century.
For more meetings with Johnson and Gold
smith one slips through the Wren gate house from
busy Fleet Street into Middle Temple Lane. Here
are no motor cars. A maze of buildings separated
by court yards and connected by covered passage
ways. There is the little round historic Church
of the Knights Templars, consecrated in 1185.
Surrounding it are the lovely revival buildings of
Christopher Wren with noble doorways and win
dows with wavy old panes of glass that bulge
away from their frames. Fig Tree Court, Essex
Court, Pump Court; in one, the shop of a wig and
gown maker with handsome bow-windows on
either side of a Georgian doorway. In all the
courts, majestic old trees that rise high to reach
for sunlight above the buildings. Outside the
Temple Church a simple flat stone bears the in
scription, "Here lies Oliver Goldsmith," and the
walk to it is well worn. Behind the church, crowning a garden, and led to by a flagstone walk
bordered with pink geraniums and lavendar ageratum, is a masterpiece of eighteenth century architecture — a broad mellowed-red brick house with
many shuttered windows formally spaced, the
front covered with ivy and feathery clematis an
wisteria, The Master's House. And in Midde
Temple Hall there is a large oak table believe
to be the one on which Queen Elizabeth signe
Mary Stuart's death warrant. And below, along the
embankment, the Middle Temple Gardens. where
Shakespeare placed the picking of the white an
red roses as badges of the houses of York a
Lancaster.
London is a big town and there are many
things to see. Ten days or two weeks are but
enough time to whet the appetite for more, And
so I left London after ten days, to breathe country
air and live apart from the bustle and the nois ,
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the sounds and smells that make London. But I
was determined to return before the summer was
over.

Tennis Around the World
(Continued From Page 16)

and prepared, which takes about eight months
time. A recent letter from Anderson says the skin
is now in customs and that he is trying to raise
$150 so that he can pay the duty.
from Bharatpur to Karachi is 250 miles, and
to reach it, it is necessary to travel 800 miles. But
the worst part is that more than half of this
journey is made through the Sind desert. This is
undoubtedly the worst train trip in the world.
Through the desert there was a continual dust
storm raging which puts anything I had ever seen
in our dust bowl to shame. Air conditioned trains
are a thing of the future in India, and add to this
the fact that the trains average close to 25 miles
an hour and you have a most unenjoyable trip.
he Indian trains like those in Europe do not
ave any aisles in them. From the station platf orm
you step directly into your compartment and must
stay there until the train stops again. Through the
ln desert the train usually stopped every thirty
"unutes or so while an Indian attendant swept the
ust and sand from the compartments. This was no
uxury, but rather a necessity. Five minutes after
the train would start, though, it would be just as
bad as ever. We put damp handkerchiefs over our
noses and mouths and looked like four bandits
with no one to rob but ourselves. Even during the
ay, lights had to be turned on in order to see
well
.J en°ugh to read. The clothes we wore were
mined and
no amount of cleaning would bring
the dirt out.
hgh^ iT ^ ^arac^ that the most awe-inspiring
ave ever witnessed took place. When we
rst arrived in Calcutta we acquired a mascot for
e team. We wanted an animal which we couldn't
ln
United States, so that was how "Goosie"
appened.to j°^n the team. The Indian proprietor
t e animal store in Calcutta said that she was
from a
family of mongooses which was noted
for it s c
°hra-killing qualities. In fact, he said that
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her father and mother were owned by a fellow
who put on cobra-mongoose shows. That was all
he had to tell us, and without questioning his word
we bought her. Now a mongoose resembles a fer
ret, long and slim, with gray hair which stands on
end when angry. The feat most associated with
the mongoose is its ability to kill snakes. Living on
foods from the Maharajahs' kitchens seemed to
agree with "Goosie," and by the time we reached
Karachi, which was two months later, "Goosie"
was a full-grown mongoose.
Now was the time to see if she would live up
to the tradition of her parents, so with the help of
an American connected with the Standard Oil
Company there we arranged for the Karachi 200
to sell us a cobra. Cobras are plentiful in India
but only come out during the monsoon seasons.
We felt that we were sending "Goosie" to her
death, but the 200 officials assured us that the
mongoose always won. "Goosie was placed inside
the cobra's cage while we looked on with bated
breath. We knew that "Goosie" was fast, but we
weren't sure that she was fast enough to dodge
the cobra's lunges.
"Goosie" sat up on her hind legs, straight as
an arrow with her hair standing on end. The
cobra had not been fed that day so that it would
be hungry. It looked "Goosie" over and then
slowly started to coil ready to strike. And strike
the cobra did, but there was no mongoose where
he lunged. Again the cobra sprang and again
"Goosie" was so quick that she dodged away.
After repeated misses the cobra seemed to get
desperate and a little tired. Someone whispered n
wouldn't be long now. And ten more minutes of
these misplaced lunges by the cobra hadn t passed,
when suddenly as the cobra struck, "Goosie"
dodging, while the cobra's head was still in the
air, grabbed the back of the cobra's neck right
behind the head. She hung on for dear life, shak
ing the cobra's head back and forth, back and
forth, so hard and fast that I thought the cobra
would surely break in two. But it didn t, and
neither did "Goosie" loose her grip. Finally, after
what seemed to be an hour, Goosie stopped, but
still with the cobra's neck held firmly. For perhaps
five minutes she remained motionless, and, then,
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realizing that the cobra was dead, she let go her
death grip. We had witnessed a fight in which the
odds seemed overwhelmingly in favor of the
cobra
a fight to death and one I know none of
us will ever forget.
In Lucknow we next played the championship
of the Central Indian Provinces. Here it was we
saw and heard the rioting which so often occurs
between the Mohammedans and the Hindus. As
we were returning from the tennis matches late
one afternoon and just entering our hotel, we
noticed a crowd of natives gathered down the
street a couple blocks away. We thought nothing
in particular about it at the time, but we had bare
ly reached our rooms when we heard two shots,
followed by loud screams and much yelling. We
opened the window and looked out. Two mobs
seemed to have converged and with what looked
to be clubs they were going after each other. It
wasn t long until native soldiers under English
command broke up the fighting.

Pitkin's Provision Store
"Everything to Eat"

WORLEY'S
MEN'S WEAR
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

DRINK

In the riot, three natives had been killed, and
a score wounded. The cause of the trouble —
Hindus parading and disturbing the Mohamme
dans during their worship hour.
Our Indian servant came running into the
room a few minutes later panting and looking al
most as white as ourselves. We knew he was a
Hindu and we were anxious to hear what had
happened to him. He said he had been down to
the native quarter and was returning to the hotel
when all hell seemed to pop loose. A big Moham
medan grabbed him by the neck and demanded to
know whether he was Mohammedan or Hindu.
Our servant replied that he was an Anglo-Indian
from Calcutta, who served an American sahib —
governor general of the U. S. The Mohammedan
released him. We knew then that our servant was
quick-witted and smart. Later it turned out he
was quick-fingered, too. A few days before we left
India, we began to miss things, and our servant
was to the good, a watch, a sweater, two rings,
and $10.00 when we finally set sail for Egypt.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of a series of
articles by Don McNeill on his trip around the world
and on the tennis tournaments in which he played.)
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IN BOTTLES.

THE ALCOVE
• Restaurant

Mount Vernon

* Candy Shop
* Soda Grill

"One of Ohio's Oldest Stores"

RINGWALT'S
"THE STORE THAT VALUES BUILT"

A Combination You Cannot Beat
Sherwin-Williams Paint
Birge Wallpaper

THE FRANK E. KIRBY CO.
HIKA f»r

The Tractor
(Continued From Page 19)

tractor. He reached down and picked it up. A
dangling wheel dropped off as he lifted the
tractor. He picked up the wheel and examined
the battered tractor.
The children playing in the square had gone
away, leaving their toy, Mr. Voss thought. He
handled the toy delicately, speculating as to which
of the children owned it. He looked at it criti
cally, wondering if it could be repaired. It was a
toy, cheaply yet sturdily made of moulded castiron with aluminum wheels. The front axle was
bent and the wheel forced off. The toy had been
dropped; the wheel was cracked.
Mr. Voss wondered if it could be repaired;
an inspiration seized him — could he not fix it
himself and return it to the child in the morning?
His mind turned over the possibilities of his act.
He would thus learn the children's names, win
fheir confidence, become their friend. He saw
himself in the new role; one wherein no longer
did he ride to glory, but where he became the
patron saint of the city's children, gaining the love
and gratitude of their parents, invited to their
omes, sharing their food and bed. He saw his
name blazoned in the papers, after rescuing a
child in the nick of time from under the wheels
of a truck thundering upon the unwary child. Or,
^ghting corrupt city officials to obtain singleY a magnificently appointed playground
w ere the square now stood.
Mr. Voss' eyes
s °ne; his hands tightened on the toy, magic
sesame to a new existence in the grateful heart of
He examined the toy, noting that the axle must
be straightened, the wheel refitted, and the end
0 the axle flared. It would be easy to fix. Too
easy for Mr. Voss' ardent spirit. He held it at
arrn s length. How broken and useless the toy
was!

similar were their destinies! He thought of him
self as he had thought of the tractor; of what use
was he, a slavey in an office amongst thousands of
similar offices. When he was no longer of use to
Johnson-Borough Co., what would happen then?
Mr. Voss let a tear roll down his cheek; he saw
himself lying in the square, too, worn out, use
less, thrown away.
Mr. Voss sighed, felt the cool autumnal night
settling about him. Suddenly he wanted the se
curity of his room, no matter how drab, and inde
cent it was. It was his own; nothing could bother
him there. He felt that even Miss Henshaw
would be welcome there, where he could extend
the courtesies of hostship at his disposal. Life was
lonely, and empty; but within his room neverthe
less there was life. Mr. Voss laid aside the
tractor on the bench carefully, and stood up. He
remembered that he had not yet eaten, and moved
towards Roxbury Street.
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Then the sickening actuality broke upon his
comprehension. The toy had been thrown away.
0 one wanted it again. It had been abandoned.
He laid the tractor in his lap. Useless, thrown
j-je £ejt a cjose kjnship with the toy. How

away!
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When in Need of Anything—

SMITH'S

Try Us First!

DINER

DOWDS • RUDIN

THE TOPS IN FOODS
Never Closed

KNOX COUNTY'S GREATEST STORE

Mt. Vernon

Mt. Vernon

Ohio
"Say It With Flowers"

H. S. BUNN 8c SON

SHARP'S

PAINTING & DECORATING

895 — Phone — 895

PHONE 135 J

MT. VERNON

Rugs

M. C. DAVY TIRE CO.

Furniture

SCOTT FURNITURE COMPANY

Goodyear Tires — Exide Battries

PHONE 1567

200 W. HIGH

PHONE 1122
"FRIENDLY SERVICE ALWAYS"

For the latest Victor, Bluebird, Brunswick,
Columbia and Vocalin recordings

visit
KNECHT-FEENEY CO.
6 S. MAIN ST.

128 S. Main St.

MT. VERNON

"Under Curtis Hotel"
High Grade Wines — Highballs and Beer

DEVELOPMENT

IN MOTOR FUELS

Two new gasolines to give you an
EXTRA MARGIN OF PERFORMANCE
at no increase in price
NEW
Super
SHELL

An advanced motor fuel f°r
Exceptional Performance

The finest gasoline ever
to bear the Shell name

Compliments of

KELSER-DOWDS
Wholesale Grocers
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Ohio

Mt. Vernon, O.

STARTLING
NEW

PARADISE LUNCH SHOP

Mt. Vernon,

Stoves

TEST A TANKFUL

NEW
SHELL
Premium
YOU BE THE JUDGE

The
COLLEGE
SERVICE
Gambier
STATION
HIKA for

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE THE GIRLS
OBVIOUSLY, TO MAKE PEOPLE LIKE
YOU, YOU MUST DO SOME
THING NICE FOR THEM, SO YOU
ASK YOURSELF, "JUST WHAT IS
THE NICEST THING THAT I CAN
DO?'

OF COURSE THERE IS JUST ONE

ANSWER —"TREAT THEM TO
GOOD JEWELL ICE CREAM." DO
THAT AND YOU'LL BE PRICELESS
TO THEM. THE THOUGHT OF
YOU WILL GLOW AND LINGER
IN THEIR MEMORY LONG HOURS
EACH DAY.
APOLOGIES TO DALE CARNEGIE

JEWELL ICE CREAM
The People's Bank of Gambier

Compliments

Tour Account Solicited and Appreciated

of

DAN EMMETT

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Inc.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
at the

SUNSET CLUB
Choice Food and Wine - Dance - Liquor and Beer
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CHESTERFIELD'S VALENTINE GIRL
Patricia Donnelly of Detroit
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CHESTERFIELD
7/?E? raz/ V6US01I why Chesterfields
are in more pockets every day is because Chest
erfield s Right Combination of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos gives you a better smoke...
definitely milder, cooler and better-tasting. You
can't buy a better cigarette.
MAKE

YOUR
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